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Fore
word “ Despite everything happening 

in the world 2020 turned out 
to be the most successful in 
Synchtank’s history. “

Despite everything happening in the world (don’t 
mention the p-word) 2020 turned out to be the 
most successful in Synchtank’s history. New clients, 
new partners, new solutions (including IRIS, our 
music publishing royalty platform) and new team 
members all helped drive our revenue growth to its 
highest levels ever. Congratulations to the team for 
all their contributions and thank you to our clients 
and partners for your continued business.

In 2020 we saw yet again the requirements for ever-
more sophisticated rights and data management 
systems demanded by industry players that use 
music in their business. Increasingly we have seen 
how these have to be flexible enough for rapid, 
low risk implementation yet have the ability to 
tightly integrate with multiple big data, finance and 
royalties platforms - including our own. 

All of this as the entertainment world continues its 
inevitable global shift from physical to digital and 
linear to on-demand causing an explosion in data 
volumes. It was highly satisfying to see Synchtank 
being in a position to configure software to meet 
such needs – though of course there were some 
disappointments too when budget wasn’t quite 
there. 

The creation and consumption of UGC is a 
phenomena that continues to grow as Jon Bahr 
explains in a Synchblog article below. The role 
our software plays supporting CD Baby and other 
similar Synchtank clients such as United Masters, 
who are both specialists in providing added value 
services to the self-published writer and self-
recorded artist, is something we are pleased to 
enable. 

Also of interest to Synchtank has been the 
development of the tools required for managing 
and promoting production music, be they for fully-
owned libraries for use in in-house productions (see 
NFL piece below as well as British Telecom and Issa 
Rae’s Raedio and VICE Media) but also for those 
licensing and distributing to third parties, such as our 
clients Spirit Production Music and a major music 
group soon to go live across the globe.

Next year we are looking at and prepared for 
the compliance and reporting challenges facing 
practically everyone who uses the internet with 
the introduction of the European Union Copyright 
Directive, specifically Article 17 and of the on-going 
roll out of the Mechanical Licensing Committee in 
the US as well as expansion into new markets for 
Synchtank, such as Africa. We continue to extend 
our platforms to use the latest standards in CWR, 
DDEX and the MLC. 

There are also some exciting developments in 
the augmented and virtual reality space that are 
catching our eye, including my former colleague Ty 
Robert’s “FanTracks” platform, that we expect to hear 
a lot more about in 2021. And of course there is the 
role Synchtank expects to play in helping with the 
valuations of music publishing catalogues with our 
new IRIS features.

All of us at Synchtank would like to take the 
opportunity to thank our old and new customers and 
partners for working together throughout 2020 to 
continue our mission of supplying the best tools and 
services while improving efficiencies between the 
supply and demand side of digital entertainment.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 
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About
Synchtank

Synchtank offers a range of cloud-based SaaS solutions for managing digital entertainment assets, intellectual property, 
metadata and royalties.

Synchtank’s asset management platform and royalty accounting solution are modular, require minimal IT involvement 
and are configured to meet core business-specified needs.

Run as a subscription without CAPEX, Synchtank provides solutions that are flexible and tailored for each customer’s 
use cases and requirements.

Find out more at synchtank.com
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Team growth 
and product 
development
To support the growing breadth and 
depth of our features we have hired 
extensively this year. 2020 has brought us 
new project managers and developers to 
help manage our client roll outs and add 
additional support options. In support of 
our royalty system, we have onboarded a 
hugely experienced development team 
with enterprise-scale data management 
and processing experience, reflecting 
the focus on scale, reliability and features 
required for large enterprise rollouts. 
Helping to maximise the value of the 
system is our senior royalty analyst who 
will work with clients on their individual 
requirements. We will be building our 
team out further in 2021 as we add new 
features and services.

Launch of royalty 
accounting 
platform IRIS
2020 saw the launch of our IRIS royalty 
accounting platform, giving enterprise 
class performance and features to 
publishers looking to move their software 
systems into the 21st century. Developed 
over the last 6 years in partnership with 
one of the world’s largest independent 
publishers, the system has shown that 
it can deal with well over 2m copyrights 
and has transacted nearly $1bn to date, 
processing hundreds of millions of data 
rows at high speed. In addition, it fully 
supports multi-office setups in multiple 
languages and automated connectivity 
via a REST API. Following the development 
of the full cloud-based version with 
support for massive scaling, IRIS is being 
rolled out live to clients in 2021.

Continued 
expansion of our 
client base
We were delighted to welcome a diverse 
array of entertainment companies to our 
client base in 2020. From distributers 
empowering independent artists like 
United Masters to forward-thinking 
production music libraries such as the 
NFL Music Library, Spirit Production Music, 
and Issa Rae’s Raedio, it is a range that 
reflects the scope of our functionality 
and our ability to offer a truly customized 
solution. Our powerful software helps to 
streamline workflows and dramatically 
reduce manual effort, allowing our 
clients to focus on adding value to their 
businesses. We look forward to continuing 
to build efficiencies between the supply 
and demand side of digital entertainment 
in 2021 and beyond.

2020
highlights
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From interviews with clients to 
in-depth analysis and coverage 
of industry trends, we’ve put 
together some of the best 
Synchblog content of 2020 for 
you to enjoy.
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Jon Bahr serves as the VP, Business 

Development & Licensing at AVL 

Digital, the global leader of 

independent music monetization and 

parent company to brands including 

CD Baby, AdRev, and DashGo.

After 13 years at ASCAP, Bahr joined 

Synchtank client CD Baby in 2016 and now 

works across AVL Digital Group, which was 

acquired by Downtown Music Holdings in 

March 2019.

We recently caught up with him to discuss 

the secret to CD Baby?s booming sync 

operation, how AVL Digital is creating a 

fairer business across its services, and what 

the future holds for the music industry 

post-pandemic.

Can you tell us about your role at  AVL 
Digital?

I?ve recently moved from CD Baby to AVL 

Digital Digital Group, which includes AdRev, 

CD Baby, DashGo, FUGA, Show.co, and 

Soundrop, so my role is spread across the 

entire group with a focus on business 

development. I help to create and grow 

relationships with people looking to 

collaborate with us across our businesses.

I?m also focused on sync and licensing our 

catalog, which is something that we are 

putting more focus on since I joined CD 

Baby in late 2016. We?ve put a lot of focus on 

engaging music supervisors and building 

relationships with them. Usually they?ll come 

in via one specific need ? whether that?s an 

artist or a certain sound or genre ? and once 

they see our catalog, they keep coming back 

to us.

How does your sync operat ion work?

Our Sync Licensing Manager Brett Byrd runs 

our day to day operation and is focused on 

briefs, engaging music supervisors, 

licensing, invoicing, and all of those core 

functions. He drives most of our business 

with direct pitching. I?m focused on growing 

what we have as a whole. Right now it?s CD 

Baby, but in the future there will be opt-ins 

from our brands like DashGo or Soundrop. 

The real goal is to serve licensee needs. Our 

catalog has a lot of different niches, so we 

look to work with companies with a wide 

range of needs.

"Our catalog has a lot of 

different niches, so we look to 

work with companies with a 

wide range of needs."

We're not looking to replace production 

music or provide low-cost music for 

YouTube videos, we don't do those licenses. 

We have a catalog of commercially released 

music that's Shazamable and on Spotify.

One of the first things we did using 

Synchtank was take our 5 million sync songs 

and parse them out based on their rights 

picture. We have every cover master and 

public domain master segmented out. We 

have our core one-stop catalog of over a 

million songs, where we have the master 

that we distribute and the publishing that we 

administer. Everything else is kept in the site 

but in a separate area. 

Has the Downtown acquisit ion of AVL 
Digital had an impact on your sync 
business?

While we still operate completely separately, 

Downtown?s acquisition of AVL Digital has 

given us a lot of insight into pricing 

negotiations since we often see the same 

briefs or work with the same music 

supervisors. We have a lot more pricing 

intelligence, which helps us to license at the 

right dollar amount for our catalog. I often 

encounter people offering to license their 

tracks for $100, and that?s where we can 

step in and say, this is worth at least two, 

three, $4,000  at minimum. We make sure 

AVL Digital?s Jon Bahr on CD Baby?s Booming 
Sync Business & Creat ing an Equitable Future for 

Rightsholders

By Emma Griff iths

We recent ly caught up with Jon to discuss the secret to 
CD Baby's booming sync operat ion.
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our clients get the highest dollar amount for their copyrights. The 
global nature of their team has also expanded our reach. We were 
very North America focused and now we're engaging briefs from a 
broader range of countries. 

Just how varied is the CD Baby Licensing catalog?

We?re a huge collection of niches. Sometimes you go down the rabbit 
hole and the discoveries you make are just amazing. For example, 
when I first saw ?I Love Rock ?N? Roll? in our catalog, it was marked as 
an original and I realized that Alan Merrill, who sadly just passed away 
from coronavirus, had used us to distribute the master that Joan Jett 
covered. So we?re really unique in that sense.

We had a sync this week on the upcoming TLC show 90 Day Fiancé: 
Self-Quarantined and it was for a karaoke song in Tagalog, the 
language of the Philippines. We have a great catalog there and have 
done nearly 10  syncs in CBS? SEAL Team in Tagalog.

You had your most successful month ever for sync 
placements in April which is amazing, part icularly given the 
current circumstances. Can you talk us through some of 
those placements and what you at tribute that success to?

The growing awareness of our catalog within the supervisor 
community has people coming back to us because of what we have. 
All the syncs we got in April were on top networks. I just saw one last 
night on the HBO show, High Maintenance. It was a visual vocal, 
which means the person on screen was singing the lyrics we licensed 
to them.

April was the highest month by volume, but I think March was the 
highest by revenue. May is only a few days old and I would say it 's 
already a top 10  month. We've had a couple of large syncs come in, 
including an interesting one for a major network promo for a new 
season of a hit show. They ended up using an eerie version of "You 
Are My Sunshine", which is just 45 seconds of someone playing the 
song on a music box. It 's perfect for a creepy trailer. That song has 
maybe 30,000  plays on Spotify and the artist will probably make 
more money than he's ever made before via CD Baby. It 's really nice 
to be able to tell people that we made them thousands of dollars, 
especially in a pandemic.

How has the pandemic affected what you do? What are you 
not icing from a buyer perspect ive?

At CD Baby, we are seeing all-time record growth in new music 
during the pandemic. The site typically grows by 500,000  to 
700,000  songs a year, but if our current rate of growth stays on pace 
we?re going to add a million songs with sync rights this year.

From a buyer perspective, almost everything we?re seeing within Film 
and TV are projects that were almost complete and are closing up. 
There?s a tremendous amount of new advertising requests, so it?s 
pretty dominant on that side right now. If you?re paying attention to 
TV at the moment, every brand is redoing their advertising to be 

reflective of the times. When the pandemic began, I expected a real 
steep drop off in April, which didn?t happen.

Are there any part icular growth areas that you?re excited 
about in sync?

I think it?s really across the board. One thing that is a growth area for 
me personally is creating relationships with bulk users of music. The 
podcast music space is somewhere that I know that we can be very 
helpful with licensing multi-rights, as well as games,  apps and the 
sync teams at our streaming service partners. If you?re looking for a 
lot of quality songs of a wide variety that come directly from artists, I 
really don?t know a better place than our catalog.

How does the Synchtank platform help to support  your sync 
operat ion?

Synchtank acts as a delivery end point for us. Our site is filled with 
music and we don?t have to do anything to populate it. That allows us 
to focus on the creative and catalog curation. When I first started, 
each search felt very daunting because of the scale of our catalog. 
Now that we?re bringing in every piece of data that we have as a 
distributor, we are able to filter the search results by details like 
stream count. When you?re dealing with the types of micro-niches 
that we have in our catalog, adding in streaming data has really 
helped to identify the relative popularity of a song to help guide your 
ears. That being said, we have landed fantastic placements for so 
many songs with less than 1,000  plays on Spotify, such as the 
obscure late ?70s midwestern (superb) rock band Hurricane Express 
getting licensed for Stranger Things Season 3.

"Synchtank acts as a delivery end point for us. Our 
site is filled with music and we don?t have to do 
anything to populate it. That allows us to focus on 
the creative and catalog curation."

You now publish over 1.5 million songs through your 
publishing admin service. How has that developed and what 
problem are you solving in the publishing world?

When I worked at ASCAP, I noticed that a lot of people who were not 
signed to a publisher thought that ASCAP was their publisher. They 
thought that ASCAP was collecting everything for them and so they 
weren?t even aware that they were leaving money on the table. We 
started publishing administration to perform a service to help get 
artists paid, just like everything else we do at CD Baby. We?re putting 
a lot of education out there and letting people know that they?re 
losing revenue if they?re not collecting on their publishing.

CD Baby Publishing is serviced by Songtrust, which means that we?re 
able to provide a global service and publish songwriters directly in 
the top international markets and collect money for them in those 
countries. On the mechanical side, internationally that?s just money 
that people aren?t getting if they don?t have a publishing admin going 
out and collecting it for them.

The independent art ist  sector is the fastest  growing sector 
in the industry. As a next generat ion company, how are you 
cont inuing to disrupt t radit ional models with your services?

We really approach what we?re doing as creating an equitable future 
for rightsholders. If you do your research, you will consistently come 
to the conclusion that AdRev is best-in-class for YouTube, Songtrust 
is best-in-class for Publishing and so on. We go into everything 
wanting to create a fair business that helps content owners grow, 
collect, protect or maximize their content. We look at people and say, 
you?re earning $2,000  a month. Are you actually earning $2,000  a 
month? Or is that all you?re collecting? We encounter people all the 
time that aren?t maximizing their assets and we want them to see an 
uplift in revenue through our services. For Publishing, clients come to 
us six to nine months down the road and they?re like, ?wow, 
publishing is valuable.?

Read the rest of this article here.
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The ball gradually descends into the hands 
of the receiver, the tempo picking up as he 
weaves through his opponents and embarks 
on his journey down-field. Drums booming, 
the music builds to an epic crescendo as he 
dives into his moment of touchdown glory.

Whilst this sort of nail-biting drama might be 
hard to replicate without 22 world-class 
athletes and a football field, the library of 
music that soundtracks NFL Films is now 
available for the first time, in full, to content 
creators. Hosted on a slick new 
Synchtank-powered site, the NFL Music 
Library contains a wide range of easy to 
license works, from iconic classic NFL films 
to current contemporary masterpieces and 
show themes. It?s music created to tell 
stories, and an invaluable new creative 
resource for content producers.

Not your average product ion music 
library

Since its inception in 1962, NFL Films has 
revolutionized TV sports coverage with its 
groundbreaking immersive and cinematic 
content. Founder Ed Sabol, and his son, 
Steve Sabol, always believed that music was 
a key element in the storytelling of NFL Films 
productions and, along with vivid narration 
and unique moving images of the game, 
music has served as a key element of what 
has become known as the NFL Films Style.

Nearly every piece of that music is now 
available through the NFL Music Library, a 
rich collection of the highest quality. Not 
your average production library, it contains 
thousands of musical pieces that rival some 
of the all-time greatest film scores and 
mainstream hits. ?The thread that runs 

throughout every era is the innovation, high 
production values, and an emotional core 
that transcends what you expect from 
?sports production music?,? explains Peter 
Poulos, NFL Films? Original Music 
Administrator.

"The thread that runs 

throughout every era is the 

innovation, high production 

values, and an emotional core 

that transcends what you 

expect from ?sports production 

music?.?

- Peter Poulos, NFL Films

It?s also an incredibly varied catalog, with 
tracks in almost every style and genre. ?With 
more than 50  years of music creation, it has 
become widely diverse,? says David 
Robidoux, Director of Original Music and a 
multi Emmy Award winning composer who 
has written music for NFL Films for almost 3 
decades. ?Because we create for all the 
divisions of the NFL: NFL Network, NFL 
Teams, International, our Digital assets and 
internet properties, we need to create very 
diverse music.? Robidoux, who is 
responsible for crafting much of the library?s 
music, breaks it down into 5 main pillars:

 1. Classic NFL (Orchestral, Jazz/Big Band, 
Rock/Disco, etc.) 

2. Hybrid Film Score (Big, Orchestral, 
Modern sounds/textures)

3. Storytelling (Lighter, emotional-focused)

4. Contemporary (Hip-Hop, Electronic, Rock, 
Pop, World, Remixes, etc.)

5. Show Themes (NFL-Produced programs)

By Emma Griff iths

Introducing the NFL Music 
Library, a New Dest inat ion for 

Content Creators
For the f irst  t ime ever, content creators can access 

the NFL Music Library in full via a new 
Synchtank-powered site.

Picture a classic NFL Films scene: we follow the ball as the quarterback 
propels it into the air. It spirals in slow motion, beginning its flight as the 
accompanying music, an orchestral piece straight out of a Christopher 
Nolan movie, starts to intensify.
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Music that tells a story

It?s hard not to have a preconceived notion 
of the type of music you?d expect to find in 
the NFL Music Library. Yes, there are show 
themes and big-game anthems, but, 
ultimately, it goes so much further than just 
?football music?. It?s music that serves an 
important purpose: storytelling. ?NFL Films? 
ultimate goal is to tell stories,? explains 
Robidoux. ?It?s the basis of NFL Films and at 
the core of our founder, Steve Sabol?s 
philosophy. The films may be set against the 
backdrop of football, but they are genuinely 
stories about people and their triumphs and 
struggles.?

"The films may be set against the 

backdrop of football, but they are 

genuinely stories about people and 

their triumphs and struggles.?

- David Robidoux, NFL Films

Best known for evoking powerful, dramatic 
moods that are felt, not just heard, NFL 
Music lends itself to any type of content, 
whether it?s a football game, a TV 
commercial or a hit Netflix show. ?This is 
music that works equally well in non-sports 
applications, and we?re certain that this 
additional exposure will shine a light on the 
potential diversity of uses,? says Poulos. 
?Hopefully our reputation [for sports music] 
brings people to the library and once there, 
the combination of the Synchtank 
experience will show them there is so much 
more music,? adds Robidoux. 

A new way to experience NFL Music

The new site has powerful tools for 
searching, sampling and discovering the 
library, which spans almost six decades and 
continues to grow. ?Our composers are 
actively creating new music all year long, 
and we recognized the need to make this 
music more readily available,? explains 
Poulos. ?In addition, we?ve worked hard over 
the past few years to unearth more obscure 
tracks from our archive. There are literally 
thousands of pieces in our library, including 
many alternate/thematic versions, and 
remixes of our classic NFL Films pieces that 
date back to the 1960s.?

The team understands the importance of 
putting user experience first. ?Nowadays 
people are expecting something visually 
even when they are choosing music and that 
visual affects their experience,? says 
Robidoux. ?They want artwork, descriptors, 
metadata and tools like ?similar tracks?, 
?thematic versions?, etc. to help them 
through the process.? Designed with 
creatives in mind, the site?s intuitive search 
engine and range of themed playlists help to 
expedite discovery, while direct licensing of 
exclusive NFL music simplifies the admin 
process. Tools for building and collaborating 
on projects and playlists further enhance the 
experience, and users can even audition a 
track to an uploaded video.

?It truly provides a sonic and visual 

experience ? one that captures the 

spirit of NFL Films.?

? Peter Poulos, NFL Films

The launch of the site marks a new and 
exciting chapter for NFL Music. ?This for me 
has really been the culmination of almost 30  
years of never having our music presented 
in the way I felt film and media producers 
needed it,? says Robidoux. ?Synchtank 
delivers this for me like no other systems 
could.? The site provides a true home for the 
catalog where both users at the NFL and 
potential clients can interact with it. ?The 
biggest takeaway is that it truly provides a 
sonic and visual experience ? one that 
captures the spirit of NFL Films,? adds 
Poulos. ?We?re very proud to present the NFL 
Music Library in a way that respects our 
history and prior accomplishments.?

Check out the NFL Music Library here.

Enjoyed this content? Check out more 
Synchtank client features:

How Music Supervisor 

Ryan Neill Crafted the 

Soundscape for Thriller 

Nocturne

Meet the Team Behind 

Issa Rae's Growing 

Raedio Music Empire

Spirit  Product ion Music 

Combines Technology 

& World-Class Expert ise 

with Launch of New Site
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It?s actually an image that seems emblematic 
of 2020  but there is a more empowering 
vision to reflect recent months: a 
skateboarder swigging Ocean Spray while 
singing along to ?Dreams? by Fleetwood Mac.

At least Nathan Apodaca had a good year. 
When his car broke down on an Idaho Falls 
freeway, @420Doggface208, as he is known 
on TikTok, probably didn?t expect to close 
out 2020  as a de facto viral sensation 
boasting some jaw-dropping social media 
numbers, alongside a new house, new truck 
and props from Mick Fleetwood and Stevie 
Nicks. Moreover, in a barren year for most, 
including many of those working in the 
entertainment industries, this clip points 
towards happier, brighter days ahead.

Apodaca?s digital freestyling ignited interest 
around ?Dreams?, which registered 36m 

global streams in the two weeks after his 
post. With a direct correlation to The Song 
Economy, it provided a dramatic 
amplification of how legacy tracks such as 
this can be ?hits over and over again?. It also 
underlined how the array of social platforms 
and destinations that expand many of our 
lives, and those of consumers, are 
increasingly powered by user-generated 
content (UGC) soundtracked by music.

We stand on the brink of a ?new 
golden age of music?

The potential here is frightening. It?s one that 
Steve Cooper, CEO of Warner Music Group, 
clearly understands. In a recent f inancial 
update, where we might note the word 
?social? was used 11 times, he explained: 
?With an expanding number of partnerships 

including Facebook, TikTok, and Snap, 
among others, social media is already a 
meaningful nine-figure revenue stream for 
us and is growing at a faster rate than 
subscription streaming.?

This is a big claim and one that has the 
potential to justify Cooper?s bold prediction 
that we stand on the brink of a ?new golden 
age of music?. Such excitable noise is being 
heard across the music industry right now. 
In a recent piece, Midem?s Music Industry 
Insights blog detailed the ?startling? reach 
powering this movement, highlighting 
findings that suggest nine out of 10  social 
media users currently engage in some kind 
of music-related activity.

Meanwhile, The Rising Power of UGC, a 
report by MIDiA Research in association with 
Audible Magic, found that the music 
business could benefit from $6bn in 
revenues from social content by 2022. While 
this would amount to approximately 10% of 
total industry revenues, they describe such 
lucrative possibilit ies as ?just the tip of the 
iceberg?. Highlighting the emergent fields of 
gaming and live streaming, MIDiA cite 
Chinese social entertainment giants Tencent 
Music (TME) and their realisation that ?rather 
than being the destination, music is in fact 
part of the journey that is fandom?.

Naturally, rightsholders are keen to get 
onboard but many platforms remain 
unlicensed and hugely complicated 
processes and infrastructures surround this 
field. Perhaps that?s why there has been 
such excitement and speculation about the 
$25m deal between Pex and the music 
rights platform Dubset in March. The 
technology behind Pex monitors global 
social networks and, at the time of the news, 
had tracked more than 20bn videos and 
songs to identify the intrinsic role music 
plays on social platforms.

By Ben Gilbert

David Bowie died at the start of 2016 and everything went downhill from there. It 
was, wrote The New Yorker , The Worst Year Ever, Until Next Year. We might now 
suggest they were 36 months out with the story, which was illustrated by the 
apocalyptic spectre of a crashed, crestfallen Statue of Liberty from the end of Planet 
of the Apes.

Thunder Only Happens When It 's 
Raining: How Social Media and 

UGC Could Decide the Future of 
the Music Industry

The music business is set to earn $6bn in revenues from 
user-generated social content by 20 22, according to a new 

report . But are rightsholders, technology systems and 
licensing infrastructures prepared?
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Assessing the major social players 
legal and tact ical posit ions

In an interview with Synchtank, Pex?s Bob 
Barbiere revealed: ?We analysed Ed 
Sheeran?s ?Shape Of You?, the most streamed 
song on Spotify, and we found that it had 
about 800% more streams across social 
platforms and UGC sites than it did on 
Spotify.? Of course, analytically identifying 
this market and physically harnessing its 
economic scope are two different things. 
But there has been a flurry of activity around 
social platforms in recent months, deals are 
being done and ambitions for a coherent, 
fully realised system seem self-evident. So 
where do the major players currently sit 
legally and tactically within the music 
business?

?We analysed Ed Sheeran?s 

?Shape Of You?, the most 

streamed song on Spotify, and 

we found that it had about 

80 0 % more streams across 

social platforms and UGC sites 

than it did on Spotify.?

? Bob Barbiere, Pex

Facebook launched a channel dedicated to 

music videos in July, after reaching 

agreements with the three major labels and 

an array of publishers, licensing bodies and 

collection societies. Live in the US, India and 

Thailand, the new feature is available on 

Facebook Watch and confirms a renewed 

commitment ?to help music lovers share, 

discover and connect around music?. In 

September, the company also extended 

various UGC licensing deals to allow 

gamers to livestream music while they play. 

A month earlier, Instagram, which they own, 

rolled out their new Reels feature to 50  

countries, allowing users to create short 

videos with audio.

Snapchat is also seeking to cement its 

musical functionality and has signed 

multiple licensing deals, not only with 

Warner and Universal but also hundreds of 

members of the National Music Publishers 

Association (NMPA) and indie digital rights 

agency Merlin. In conjunction, a pair of new 

features ? Spotlight and Sounds ? have been 

introduced globally to further the 

integration of technology and audio. ?We?re 

constantly building on our relationships 

within the music industry, and making sure 

the entire music ecosystem? are seeing 

value in our partnerships,?explained a 

spokesperson for Snap, Inc.

But while there is evidence of progress, 
tangible division remains. This is perhaps 
best seen on Twitch, which continues to 
maintain a testing relationship with both the 
music industry and the norms of copyright. 
The company recently issued an apology to 
its users after being hit by ?thousands? of 
DMCA infringement notifications over music 

featured on the channel. The platform, 
owned by Amazon, has promised ?we?ll do 
better?. However, it was then widely 
castigated after following this with the 
launch of its Music Directory, ?a 
discoverability experiment? shorn of official 
licenses.

TikTok ?an indispensable part  of the 
industry?s hitmaking machine?

Elsewhere, TikTok has been facing down not 
just an industry but an entire country. 
Although US President Donald Trump 
currently seems more concerned with his 
ailing administration, fears remain in polit ical 
quarters about connections between the 
platform, its users and China. But, again, 
there are signs the company is eager to 
legitimise their content and stitch together 
the existing ?patchwork quilt of licensing 
deals?. Recently called ?an indispensable 
part of the industry?s hitmaking machine? by 
Music Week, TikTok agreed deals with Sony 
and pan-European licensing hub ICE in 
November.

There are a multitude of other players, of 
course. Some, like Triller, may be 
comparatively low-profile but that didn?t 
stop them launching a lawsuit  against  
TikTok this summer, claiming patent 
infringement over the social features and 
musical functionality of their rival. The two 
companies remain in dispute and although 
Triller is also being sued for copyright 
infringement by Wixen Music Publishing for 
$50m, alleging improper use of more than 
1,000  songs, they too have agreed deals 
with ICE and digital music firm 7digital.

It remains a complex landscape and one 
split across borders, territories and dialects. 
But while the likes of Douyin and DouYu in 
China and Roposo, Zili and Moj in India 
continue to excel in non-Western areas, 
YouTube is perhaps the example for all 
others to replicate. With a global reach, the 
platform recent ly hit  two billion music 
users, achieving 47% active user 
penetration, ahead of Spotify at 29%. It is, as 
Jennifer Cary, EVP Rights & Royalties 
Division, Ingrooves, states, the undoubted 
?behemoth? of UGC.

How can the music industry maximise 
UGC?s potent ial?

She is in an ideal position to assess the 
operations of social media companies when 
it comes to processing royalties, while also 
explaining how the music industry can 
maximise this aforementioned potential. 
?Without a good plan in place a royalty 
administrator could end up with a massive 
amount of data that is really difficult to 
associate with an identifiable asset and if 
you can?t identify it no one gets paid. There 
is no standard for dealing with this issue.

?A smart approach to creating assets in 
YouTube?s rights management system is a 
good place to start for higher quality 
reporting. But you?ll need some more tools 
in your toolbox to prevent income from 
building up in suspense. Everyone has 

developed their own ad hoc approach. Like 
so many administrators we have created 
macros to help match data, but it is still a lot 
of work,? she commented.

?Without a good plan in place a 

royalty administrator could end 

up with a massive amount of 

data that is really difficult to 

associate with an identifiable 

asset and if you can?t identify it 

no one gets paid.?

? Jennifer Cary, Ingrooves

Turning to TikTok, Cary explained why they 
were experiencing less problems. ?The UGC 
they are reporting comes through very 
neatly. Yet it?s equally unsettling to process a 
nominal amount of income from such a 
successful platform, even if they make it 
easy for us. Clearly not all revenue is flowing 
through. When it does we will certainly have 
new data issues to deal with, but it will be a 
problem we are happy to tackle,? she told 
Synchtank.

It seems clear that new tech and fresh 
solutions are required to facilitate licensing 
at these unprecedented scales across a 
myriad of platforms. As discussions continue 
around the knotty issue of copyright in the 
US and UK, most notably the ?safe harbour 
system? that currently restricts 
compensation for UGC, it had been hoped 
that this could act as a catalyst for change. 
Whilst the EU?s Art icle 17 signals some 
progress in legislation, there is litt le sign of 
change elsewhere as British and American 
governments are both currently mired in 
complex polit ical machinations, alongside 
COVID-19.

Pandemic prompts an explosion of 
new content

Industry analysts such as MIDiA Research 
have called for a more efficient relationship 
between the key sectors at the centre of this 
debate. ?To unlock the monetisation of UGC, 
the content and technology industries need 
to work better together. When it comes to 
the music industry, the complexity and 
cumbersome nature of licensing frameworks 
has been a frustration for technology 
platforms since the digital age began,? they 
stated.

Read the rest of this article here.
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Geographically, David Byrne has 

travelled a long way from Dumbarton, 

the town of his 1952 birth. 

Via these formative years in Scotland to the 
jerking angularity and scuzzy floors of 
mid-70s CBGBs and onto the more 
expansive Talking Heads productions and 
fully global mindset of Luaka Bop, he has 
taken music with him. Now 68, Byrne 
continues to innovate around this cultural 
form and is clearly as adept proselytising 
about the virtues of sounds from Africa as 
he is Manhattan?s East Village.

Released this month, his most recent 
playlist, David Byrne Radio Presents: The 
World?s Inspirat ion ? Africa, celebrates a 

scene where Wizkid and Drake collaborate, 
?Keleketla! works with a whole raft of DJs, 
and the Sault project with Michael Kiwanuka 
turns a mixtape into a true dramatic work of 
art.? His enduring passion for the continent, 
showcased here and in the back catalogue 
of the aforementioned record label he 
founded in 1988, underscores the 
complexity of this 30.37m km² land mass. 

In recent years a new wave of talent across 
the continent and the diaspora has helped 
to bring African music to the world stage. 
The global explosion of the Afrobeats genre 
in particular has seen international 
superstars joining forces with some of 
Africa?s most exciting artists. ?We see Africa 
as a hotbed for musical creativity,? said 

Jean-Elie Ilunga, Partner Manager, MEA, at 
PRS for Music, whose members include 
iconic artists such as Burna Boy, Wizkid, and 
Mr. Eazi, as well as next generation stars like 
Rema, Joeboy and Teni. ?We encourage 
artists to collaborate across markets. In 
recent years, we have witnessed 
collaborations between Major Lazer and Mr. 
Eazi, Wizkid and Beyoncé, Ed Sheeran and 
Fuse ODG, while Burna Boy enlisted the likes 
of Chris Martin on his new album,? Ilunga 
told Synchtank.

There is litt le doubt that, musically speaking, 
this is one of the most vibrant and dynamic 
landscapes on Earth. What?s often missing, 
business-wise, is the infrastructure and 
acumen to match.

This Must Be the Place: Is Africa Set to Become 
a Major Player in the Global Music Industry?

By Ben Gilbert

Unquest ionably one of the most vibrant and dynamic musical landscapes 
on Earth, the domest ic business often lacks the infrastructure and 

business acumen to match.
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Europe brings in 50 % of worldwide 
music collect ions. Africa delivers 0.8%

In their latest  report , CISAC (The 
International Confederation of Societies of 
Authors and Composers), summarised the 
ongoing challenges in this part of the world, 
highlighting the difficulties such a 
dichotomy presents when seeking to harvest 
the creative possibilit ies and deliver a more 
powerful domestic industry with genuine 
international heft. The global 
collecting-societies body found that, for 
example, while Europe brings in more than 
half of music collections worldwide, Africa?s 
contribution was 0.8%, in comparison to 
Asia-Pacific (15.7%) and Latin America (5.4%). 

Even so, it?s clear that the needle is being 
pushed in the right direction across the 
continent, with significant year-on-year 
percentage growths seen in a number of 
African countries, such as Burkina Faso, 
Cape Verde, Djibouti, Malawi, Rwanda and 
Seychelles. In the report, CISAC, which 
represents 239 collective management 
organisations in 122 countries and five 
regions, commented: ?Africa has weathered 
polit ical, legislative, judicial and other 
challenges over the last five years, and 
collections have grown by 29.1%.?

Speaking specifically about the area in an 
interview with Music Ally, CISAC?s director 
general, Gadi Oron, expressed frustration at 
the inadequate business processes and 
frequent mismanagement that exists in 
many corners of the continent. It is 
estimated, for example, that almost half of 
the region?s radio stations are unlicensed 
and other broadcasters, including some that 
are state-owned, are not paying royalties.

?There?s no reason why the next big hit  
should not come from Angola?

?Africa is not a region where there is a 
one-size-fits-all solution, but there is huge 
potential. Those countries are so culturally 
rich, and the music industry in many of them 
is so vibrant. There?s no reason why the next 
big hit should not come from a country like 
Angola. It?s just a case of a lot of work to be 

done there to help the local industry,? he 
commented.

As many individual figures and global 
businesses now realise, the potential here is 
perhaps unlimited and certainly uncharted. 
According to IFPI?s recently released Global 
Music Report , recorded music industry 
revenues for Africa and the Middle East grew 
by 15.9% to $101m in 2019. Consequently, 
the organisation that represents the 
recorded music industry worldwide opened 
a sub-Saharan Africa Regional Office in 
Nairobi.

?The sub-Saharan Africa recording industry 
is very promising,? Angela Ndambuki, 
Regional Director, commented after her 
appointment , adding: ?The market is 
developing albeit at a slow pace and varying 
levels from country to country. The industry 
holds a big opportunity for growth, 
especially with online users, seeing that it 
holds a population of more than one billion ? 
a potential market to tap into.?

Universal target ing hip-hop, Afrobeats 
and trap art ists across the cont inent

The major labels are poised to act, 
expanding their footprints in Africa and 
completing a range of investments in 
business, talent and new headquarters. In 
May, Universal Music Group (UMG) 
confirmed the creat ion of Def Jam Africa, 
less than a year after the launch of Def Jam 
South East Asia. Based in Johannesburg, 
South Africa and Lagos, Nigeria, the label is 
expected to target artists working in 
hip-hop, Afrobeats and trap from across the 
continent.

Sipho Dlamini, MD, Universal Music 
Sub-Saharan Africa & South Africa, stated: 
?Together, we will build a new community of 
artists, that will push the boundaries of 
hip-hop from Africa, to reach new audiences 
globally.? Elsewhere, Sony Music 
Entertainment Africa (SMEA) agreed a joint  
venture with entertainment and brand 
agency Celebrity Services Africa ?(CSA) in 
June. CSA Executive Director Davin Phillips 
said the collaboration was focused on 
?reworking the entertainment market-place 

for Africa, connecting artists across the 
continent and unlocking the ambitions of 
the creative industry?.

In April, Warner Music Group confirmed 
news of an investment in Africori, a 
distribution, rights management and artist 
development company, which gives them 
access to a roster of 6,500  African artists 
and 700  labels. Meanwhile, in publishing, 
Wyclef Jean has raised $25m in capital 
funding for his creative enterprise Carnival 
World Music Group, while Sony/ATV Music 
Publishing South Africa and Content 
Connect Africa (CCA) entered into a new 
strategic partnership and Downtown Music 
Holdings bought Sheer Music Publishing, 
the continent?s largest independent music 
publisher.

?There?s more and more 

interest in African music 

internationally. The potential of 

African music to be exported is 

bigger today than it?s ever 

been.?

- Yoel Kenan, Africori

The gradual emergence of a new 
superpower in global music

Encompassing 54 separate countries, Africa 
is mind-boggling in size. But, even so, there 
is abundant evidence of the gradual, 
creeping emergence of a new superpower in 
global music. Yoel Kenan, founder and CEO 
of Africori, agrees. ?In my view, it?s a 
combination of a few points. The first is that 
there?s more and more interest in African 
music internationally. The potential of 
African music to be exported is bigger today 
than it?s ever been, so the labels are 
interested in having a presence there. That is 
based on facts and consumption of African 
music outside of Africa."

Read the rest of this article here.

Enjoyed this content? Check out more 
industry analysis:

Over and Over: How 

the Digital Song 

Economy is Generat ing 

Hit  After Hit

Gett ing Down With the 

Kids: Why Children?s 

Music is a Key 

Investment Area for the 

Music Business

How Spot ify is 

Upending Music 

Licensing for Podcasts
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Barry Massarsky is a leading expert 
in catalog valuation, income 
analysis and lit igation economics.

As the former Senior Economist of ASCAP 
and now the President of Massarsky 
Consult ing, he has pioneered the field of 
music copyright economics, serving 
revenue-related interests within the U.S. 
music industry, facilitating strategic 
opportunities for advancing royalty income, 
and inspiring new license regimes.

He and his team are actively engaged in 
economic and strategic analysis for most of 
the major stakeholders in the music rights 
marketplace, conducting the vast majority 
of valuations for the music acquisition and 
investment market.

We recently caught up with Barry to discuss 
the market and its key players, the 
significance of data in catalog valuations, 
and where he thinks the market is going and 
why.

Who are the key players and investors 
in the music investment space, and 

how have you seen this change over 
t ime?

It?s such a wide range and it?s growing all the 
time. We started off with traditional music 
publishers who would create an investment 
vehicle for this type of asset collection, but 
because of the long-term viability of music 
assets, the durability of their revenue 
streams, the transparency of the data, and 
the consistently growing returns, they are 
now an improved commodity class beyond 
what others have experienced in what we 
call alternative assets. This has gone to the 
commercial market, and so we have clients 
popping up all the time interested in this 
investment class.

It?s pension funds and college and university 
endowment funds. It?s senior private equity 
funds, and we?re talking about private equity 
at the highest echelon. They are completely 
sold into this marketplace. We?re talking 
about state treasuries, insurance funds. The 
most elaborate, complex, wide variety of 
investors have flocked into this space. We?re 
also seeing a securitization of these assets, 
which is a different class. Even the majors 

are entering the space. Warner Music Group 
has an investment portfolio within a group 
called Tempo Music.

?The most elaborate, complex, 

wide variety of investors have 

flocked into this space.?

Tempo was founded by Morgan Stanley and 
then sold to Providence Equity. There are a 
lot of investors like BlackRock on the equity 
side. The way these funds used to operate 
was that they would secure loans from 
commercial lenders like banks. They still do 
that, but the growth in the business has 
been so spectacular that they?re able to 
attract private capital on top of that. There 
are also banks that are very specific in this 
area like Truist (formerly SunTrust), City 
National Bank, Regions Bank, and Pinnacle 
Bank in Nashville. JP Morgan if it?s a really 
large deal.

This year, my team has reviewed funds that 
are worth over $4 billion in total. What is 
most remarkable is how my business 
partner, Ms. Nari Matsuura, who runs our 
valuation team, and I have to be comfortable 
with high level financial terms and 
expectations while also being experts in the 
economics of the music industry. It?s a field 
day for MBAs!

To what degree do you think Hipgnosis 
has accelerated the market?

Not as much as people think. The various 
funds all seem to have found their own 
individual lane. It?s not like they?re all 
colliding or struggling to keep up with 
Hipgnosis. Hipgnosis has a certain 
investment thesis. Primary Wave has a very 
different one. Round Hill, Reservoir, 
Downtown, Lyric Financial, all these 
organizations have slightly different views 
on what they want to invest in, for the most 
part.

You do valuat ions for a number of 
leading acquirers as well as third 
part ies such as lenders. Is there 
anything dif ferent in the valuat ion 
process specif ic to the client you are 
doing the valuat ion for?

Money Moves ? Barry Massarsky on Data-driven 
Catalog Valuat ions and Drivers of Growth in the 

Music Investment Market

Barry Massarsky discusses the market and its key players, the 
signif icance of data in catalog valuat ions, and where he thinks the 

market is going and why.

By Emma Griff iths
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When we do valuations for the banks, they have a syndicate. It?s not 
one bank ? there?s a lead bank and then there?ll be subsidiary banks 
that will fall in line to a major lending situation with a fund. And one 
of the requirements each year is that a third party values the assets in 
the fund for risk management purposes. In those cases, the growth 
rates that we assign are much tighter because you?re managing for 
risk. You?re not looking at opportunity in the business, you?re looking 
at cash. You?re using conservative thinking and forecasting and 
looking at the minimum value rather than the market-based value that 
they could be acquired at.

When we do work on the private equity side, it?s a loosening up 
because they?re looking at it from the exit multiple, you know, if we 
were going to sell this thing, what would be the potential upside 
value of that? That?s a completely different viewpoint because that?s 
taking some risk in hand and trying to come up to what the 
opportunity is for a potential exit. And so there?s a litt le bit of a 
dynamic difference there. I?m not saying they?re completely different, 
but they?re slightly different philosophies of how we would run the 
valuation process.

Data plays a signif icant role in determining the value of a 
catalog. To what extent does the cleanliness of a catalog?s 
data affect  its valuat ion?

On a scale of one to ten, I would put the significance of data integrity 
at a ten. Data has to be cleansed. Data has to be right. And it?s not 
just getting it clean, it?s looking at the patterns. With sync, for 
example, we?re looking at whether there?s a pattern of growth or just 
one-offs. Why are we looking at collection activity that is jumping 
around for particular catalogs? Can we normalize that? Why is there 
late income coming in? Is that reliable? You have a new license with 
social media. What?s the license term? How comfortable are we that 
you?ll have that for three to five years? We have to get underneath the 
data. And we?re not going to cleanse it, we expect it to come to us 
ready to go.

?On a scale of one to ten, I would put the 

significance of data integrity at a ten.?

There are three major income sources that we trail: performance 
income, mechanical, and synchronization. We?ll study the behavior of 
that income in the most recent year and the prior three years 
because we?re looking for the growth rate. Then we?ll look at the term 
of copyright and decay curves. Newer music will decay to what we 
call steady state, whereas standards have already established a 
steady state relationship. The data is crit ical. Nobody?s doing this ad 
hoc. The funds have some of the best financial minds working for 
them. They spend a lot of time getting data ready for evaluations ? it?s 
a really important responsibility for them.

How does the process dif fer when dealing with masters?

We look at what we call net label share (NLS), which is a different 
commodity than net publisher?s share (NPS). For the most part, on the 
label side, we?re looking at it from streaming growth, physical to the 
extent that there is, and download. So we?re dealing with different 
dimensions of data. What?s really interesting is there is such an 
enormous appeal for streaming, which frankly has shocked me. I 
didn?t think this could happen so quickly.

Masters used to be a stepchild to publishing. For many years, banks 
and others wouldn?t invest in masters. Everyone was a litt le nervous 
because of the lack of transparency. But streaming changed 
everything. It became clear how successful it was. So what?s 
happening is that the multiple of NLS is almost, not quite, but almost 
equal to what we see for publishing. You would never have seen that 
two or three years ago. That?s the impact streaming has had.

With the evolut ion of the market and compet itors who have 
access to cheaper capital is the discount rate t rending 
down? What impact is this having?

This is an important pause point in our discussion because 
sometimes you have to pull away from the data and the models and 
look at it from a broader perspective. The discount rate is really the 

internal rate of return. So the question is what should that rate be? 
We?re not the federal reserve of the music industry, we?re just 
third-party valuers, but because we run most of the funds, we?ve 
become a de facto standard and we have to take that responsibility 
seriously. When we started out eight or nine years ago, up until 
recent times, the prevailing notion was that the discount rate should 
be about 10%.

We?re now at 9% because the cost of capital is near zero in the US 
and we think it?s going to stay there throughout the Biden 
administration. Now, when you lower the expected rate, it inflates the 
multiple value by definition. That?s why we?re seeing, in part, things 
that we?ve never seen before. For standards today we?re seeing an 
average multiple for publishing at 17 to 18 times. That?s up from 15 to 
17 in 2019 and 13 to 14 in 2018. That?s significant growth. Part of that 
is the discount factor, but a lot of it is because standards have 
weathered time so well. Radio has a greater reliance on standards, 
and the fastest growing trend in streaming is the older demographic 
migrating over. Standards are also very well received for sync.

?For standards today we?re seeing an average 

multiple for publishing at 17 to 18 times. That?s up 

from 15 to 17 in 20 19 and 13 to 14 in 20 18.?

But what about current music? It will trend below standards because 
of the risk curves, but that area is growing as well. Our 2020  data 
shows that we?re seeing an average multiple of 13 to 15 times for 
newer songs. That?s up from 12 to 14 in 2019, and 11 to 12 in 2018. So 
that?s how the market?s moving between those two categories of 
interest. There are, however, reasons why multiples are not quite the 
arbiter of value people think they are, and you have to be careful to 
use multiples for anything but a trending value. Each catalog has a 
different collection of music and a different capability of capitalizing 
on that music.

In terms of the catalogs themselves, there?s a wide spectrum 
in terms of the legal rights, genre, age and ut ility. How does 
appet ite vary among purchasers?

Most of the funds like to strike at the standards. One of the reasons 
why standards are so opportunistic is radio. Across terrestrial radio in 
the US two phenomena are taking place. One is that 20% of the 
revenue generated by commercial radio stations and paid to ASCAP 
and BMI is attributable to standards. 

Country is a very different market. If you look at popular new releases 
in country in 2018, 2020, over 82% of the NPS comes from radio. Why 
is that? The way this works is that ASCAP and BMI have bonus 
programs from the income generated from general licensing, which 
amounts to $350  to $400  million a year. The money that comes in 
has no relationship to what was actually played in the bars, 
restaurants, and what have you, so it goes over to radio and is paid 
out based on contemporary hit songs. It?s based on the threshold of 
volume, and we measure this every day. Our data allows us to know 
what the bonus rate is on any one song at any one time. 75% of the 
earning power of a hit song in the US comes from these bonuses.

The same is also true that as these songs start to decline in the charts 
and airplay, the bonuses get ripped off from them. That?s the curve 
that people fear. But you?re going to bet on that because you?ll get a 
lower multiple and more economic choice, and you?re betting that 
you can monetize through sync. For me, the marketplace for country 
is like the July 4th fireworks. The songs go up really high and just as 
they?re starting to fall down, another one replaces them. A hit song 
will last about two quarters at most, so what it really comes down to 
is the writer and their capacity to continue to write these songs and 
to get these bonuses.

Read the rest of this article here.
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1. The global pandemic changed 
everything

The devastating impact of the global 
pandemic has been felt across every aspect 
of our lives this year. It is the lens through 
which 2020  will be understood. In 
publishing, it had a profound effect on parts 
of the business that were relied on ? from 
live shows and festivals being cancelled to 
TV and film productions put on hold, 
meaning synchronisation deals were 
mothballed ? but it also shaped and directed 
artists? willingness to cash in and sell part (or 
even all) of their rights. The pandemic did 
not create this ?sell now? mindset ? but it did 
accelerate a trend that has been building for 
years. What the pandemic has done is to 
give a whole new urgency to deals.

2. A blockbuster year for publishing 
sales closed with a blockbuster deal

?Money doesn?t talk,? sang Bob Dylan in ?It?s 
Alright, Ma (I?m Only Bleeding)?, ?it swears.? 
It is a quote that has chased his every 

business dealing since he first sang the line 
in 1965. Never one to be second-guessed, 
however, he pulled off the deal of the year 
(maybe even the deal of the century) by 
selling his entire publishing catalog of 600+ 
songs to Universal Music Publishing in a 
transaction that, while not public, has been 
estimated at anything between $300m and 
$400m. With live music on hold, the 
mythical Never Ending Tour that Dylan 
started in 1988 ground to a halt this year 
and, given he sold his archive to the 
University of Tulsa in 2016 for upwards of 
$20m, there was a sense of looming finality 
here ? that he was cashing out when his 
stock was at its absolute peak. But it is 
always worth remembering that Dylan is a 
singular artist and this was a singular deal. 
Where Dylan leads, others might try to 
follow, but often with inferior results. 

3. The boomer and post-boomer 
boom: Sixt ies and Sevent ies acts cash 
out

Dylan might have commanded the 

blockbuster headlines, but the deals 
happening this year show that acts that 
came up with Dylan or in his slipstream were 
also using the interest in buying rights to sell 
up a part or all of their catalogs. The viral 
impact of ?Dreams? being used by Nathan 
Apodaca on TikTok can only have benefitted 
Stevie Nicks? stock and it coincided with 
Primary Wave taking an 80 % interest in her 
publishing (the totality of which was 
estimated at $100m) to give it a renewed 
push in marketing and licensing terms. 
Other big deals this year included Debbie 
Harry and Chris Stein of Blondie selling 
10 0 % of the writer 's share and 
neighbouring rights (via SoundExchange) 
royalties from their catalog to Hipgnosis.

Musically pre-dating Dylan, however, was 
Ray Charles and his heirs sold a majority 
stake in his pre-1964 US publishing catalog 
to Primary Wave. In sharp and painful 
contrast to the Dylan sale, however, was 
David Crosby (whose first big hit with The 
Byrds was a cover of a Dylan song) saying 
that a steep decline in recorded music 
income (coupled with the inability to tour) 
forced his hand and saw him announce his 
plan to sell his catalog. He said the reason 
behind his decision was that ?streaming 
stole my record money?, showing that some 
writers are selling not to avail of an 
investment boom but rather out of financial 
necessity.

4. Compet it ion for catalogs has never 
been higher ? and it  is new entrants 
and indies driving this

Universal might have pulled off the single 
biggest deal of the year in terms of value 
when it bought the Dylan catalog, but it was 
the new generation of companies and 
powerhouse indies who were doing the 
biggest deals in terms of volume. There was 

By Eamonn Forde

Eamonn Forde ident if ies the 20  themes that def ined a huge 
year in music publishing, from a pandemic-resilient  

acquisit ion market to an ever-evolving set of deals and 
investments.

20 20  x 20 : The Themes That 
Defined the Year in Music 

Publishing Deals
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barely a week that went past this year where 
Hipgnosis did not announce a significant 
acquisition or a new funding round to power 
even more purchases. It ended the year with 
a market cap of £1.25bn and is creating a 
new centre of gravity for catalog acquisition. 
Equally, companies like Round Hill, Primary 
Wave, Downtown and Reservoir were all 
busy signing a flurry of deals this year. The 
major publishers, of course, were also 
buying up catalogs, but the core of their 
business was about signing and developing 
new writers. It is erroneous to think of the 
market in black and white terms of indies 
versus majors, but a handful of well-funded 
and highly prescient smaller players were 
busy setting a new agenda for the industry 
this year.

5. The new bidding wars make more 
writers less resistant to sell

The net result of more competition is that 
bidding wars become increasingly 
normalised. While some publishers argue 
they will step back if they see multiple 
interested parties circling around the same 
catalog, the reality is that, should they wish 
to grow their market size, they are having to 
enter bidding wars from time to time. The 
sheer number of deals Hipgnosis has done 
this year did not happen in a vacuum and 
the company is winning so many for two 
main reasons: it is often offering the best 
price; and, where it comes in as a partial 
owner of rights, is selling the best plan for 
the catalog?s growth. 

"Deals that were based on 

single-figure multiples even as 

little as five years ago are (for 

the superstar acts at least) 

sailing well past 20 x 

calculations."

That means that, across the board, deals 
that were based on single-figure multiples 
even as litt le as five years ago are (for the 
superstar acts at least) sailing well past 20x 
calculations. As these numbers sky rocket, 
writers who were hesitant about selling up 
are now understanding this might the best 
opportunity to sell in their lifetime. So more 
catalogs come into the market, more 
bidding wars ensue and then more writers 
start to warm to the idea and the virtuous 
circle (or vicious cycle, depending on where 
you stand) continues.

6. Data allows for more precise 
bidding

It is not new (and there are still huge holes in 
the system), but the explosion of data 
around catalogs (specifically around 
streaming and the resulting mechanicals) 
makes the value of them much easier to pin 
down than was the case even a decade ago. 
As covered in our art icle in August , due 
diligence on an acquisition will involve 
looking at the streaming royalty statements 
for previous years and using that to model 

 Merck Mercuriadis and Nile Rodgers

what income in the coming years could look 
like. This past earning is how the sale 
multiples are arrived at with higher levels of 
certainty and precision than in the past. How 
far up the sliding scale of multiples the 
buyer wants to go is, of course, a whole 
other matter (see point 5), but they can do 
so with incredibly precise data at their 
fingertips and not feel like they are taking a 
complete leap in the dark ? as may have 
been the case when data took years, rather 
than minutes, to come through.

7. The touring hiatus has made writers 
think again about selling ? or it  has 
forced their hand

This is an issue specific to writers who are 
also performers, but the disappearing of 
touring (and touring income) this year has 
made many people think again about selling 
up (or selling part) of their catalogs. This has 
been the existential (and financial) 
conundrum of the year for many. Money 
they were banking on in 2020  and (it 
appears) at least the first half of 2021 has 
now gone and, in extreme cases as with 
David Crosby, they have no other option but 
to start to sell. Others, however, started to 
use lockdown to think about their 
professional lives and their estates (more of 
which below), seeing this as a way to ease 
themselves into a full (or even partial) 
retirement ? getting a final (and hopefully 
significant) final payday or early pension that 
is a lot more attractive and certainly more 
valuable than a carriage clock.

8. Streaming as a pandemic-proof 
platform

In diametric opposition to the problems 
facing the live business, streaming has been 
generally unaffected by the pandemic. 
Streaming subscriber numbers continued to 
grow this year and the emergence of 
ticketed livestreaming as a genuinely 
mainstream activity ? certainly for fans of 
BTS, Niall Horan and Dua Lipa to name just 
three ? created a whole new revenue 

category.?You hear the words 
?non-correlated assets? ? meaning that if the 
economy goes down, music doesn?t 
necessarily go down as much as other types 
of income,? Alaister Moughan, founder of 
music consultancy Moghan Music, told 
Synchtank earlier this year.?In some ways, 
[the pandemic is] almost a test of that 
theory."

He added,?Because of the nature of the 
royalties, people are always looking at wider 
forecasts rather than two- or three-year 
forecasts. There is a weird paradox that, 
oddly enough, is making this asset class 
more attractive because people are saying 
that non-correlated assets are quite 
important when stuff like this [the 
pandemic] happens. So in a weird way there 
is a positive spin to it.?

Read the rest of this article here.
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We spoke to Vickie Nauman (founder 
of LA-based consultancy and 
advisory firm CrossBorderWorks) and 
Sara Lord (SVP of synchronisation & 
project development at Concord 
Music Publishing) to learn about the 
new areas of the business 
dominating their time and what else 
they are preparing for.

Fit  for purpose: exercise and music

Music + exercise used to mean cacophonous 
dancercise classes at the gym or contending 
with the person next to you on the treadmill 
who has music leaking out of their 

headphones. Now online and virtual classes 
are big business, but the case last year of 
Peloton and its licensing problems exposed 
just how important it is to get things right 
here for new players.

VN: Music and workouts have always been 
[linked]. There?s something that?s a really 
good fit there. I think that one of the 
problems in this space is that everybody 
knows it?s a good fit, but there are all sorts of 
issues about music licensing and fitness that 
become problematic.

If you have a running app and everything is 
at the same BPM but you want to modify the 
songs a litt le bit, that?s a problem. 

You want to have on-demand video with 

music synched in the background? That?s 
complicated; that?s a synchronisation 
license.

You want to be able to let your instructors 
choose anything from any catalogue 
anywhere for their fitness class? That?s a 
problem.

Everything can be done; but you might have 
to make some choices about the music that 
you use. You?ve got to get the licensing in 
order or you will be forever buried in 
lit igation and on the wrong side of 
partnerships.

I?ve had a number of companies that have 
called me since this [the Peloton suit] broke 
wide open that have said, ?We see what?s 

Pushing Boundaries: New Front iers in 
Music Licensing

For the music industry, change and disrupt ion are the new 
normal. But in a t ime of great upheaval, how do you set your 

priorit ies?

By Eamonn Forde
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happening over there. Is what we?re doing 
the right thing?? Unfortunately for Peloton, 
they?re the sacrificial lamb in the story of 
why you need to get your music licenses in 
order. But I think it is doing everybody else a 
favour in that they?re saying, ?OK, let?s not do 
whatever it is that they did.?

SL: As a concept, I think it?s excellent. You 
generally can?t do one without the other 
[music + exercise]. Many startups forget 
about music until the last minute. They may 
not all forget about it, but they should know 
that music is integral to them. They want 
music and they certainly want associations 
with certain musicians and artists, but a lot 
of them still don?t think that they have to pay 
for it. Or, if they do have to pay for it, they 
don?t have to pay well for it, especially if it?s 
proper commercial music.

?There is a need for continual 

education for people coming 

into areas where music is used 

and for understanding the value 

of it.?

? Sara Lord, Concord Music 

Publishing

There is a need for continual education for 
people coming into areas where music is 
used and for understanding the value of it ? 
even if that is just making sure that their 
widgets are all working with Spotify?s APIs or 
whatever it may be. There must be an 
acknowledgment that the music that they 
use isn?t for free.

Will new exercise companies learn from 
what happened with Peloton? I would really 
hope so. It would be a great shame if they 
didn?t because it was a very big case in the 
music press. We all saw it, acknowledge it 
and discussed it. We took them to court on it 
and won.

All those things are great, but one would 
hope that if you have a startup that has 
music as an integral part then you would 
look at your music [licensing]. But there?s 
certain accelerators and incubators that I?ve 
been a part of and there is still, even though 
they are music-related startups, an alarming 
lack of awareness of how music gets paid 
for.

I think education and information are still a 
big part of what we have to do in order to 
embrace all these new ideas. I think they are 
great and are total innovations, but you can?t 
have the music for nothing.

Wishing well: meditat ion and wellness 
apps

Calm is the market leader here and has now 
got directly involved in marketing acts, being 
the first place people heard Moby?s most 
recent album (Long Ambients 2), while Above 
& Beyond put their Flow State album through 
it and Sigur Rós launched a Liminal Sleep 
playlist within it. Wellness is an enormous 
business, too, valued at $4.5 trillion globally 

and it also offers huge opportunities for a 
certain type of music that might not be top 
of the list for other uses like syncs in TV and 
film.

VN: Music is like a drug ? in the most 
positive sense. It stimulates different parts of 
our brains and our emotions. With 
meditation apps that are integrating very 
particular kinds of music and the 
phenomenon of what has happened on 
Spotify with sleep playlists and ambient 
playlists with white noise, it?s all a symptom 
of a society that needs calm amidst the 
chaos of news and the chaos of life.

Both health and wellness represent a really 
big opportunity for music. It doesn?t 
necessarily have to be the top of the charts 
music. I?m always really excited when I 
identify opportunities for broader catalogue 
in these niche markets. The 1% at the top of 
the charts that are doing billions of streams 
and playing sold-out stadiums, from an 
industry?s health perspective, that 1% is 
always going to be fine. It?s the middle 80% 
that needs these other kinds of 
opportunities that are going to provide 
meaningful license fees as well as 
meaningful ways to reach consumers.

?Both health and wellness 

represent a really big 

opportunity for music. It 

doesn?t necessarily have to be 

the top of the charts music.?

? Vickie Nauman, CrossBorderWorks

SL: There are artists and songwriters who 
are doing special playlists for those apps or 
doing guided meditations where their voices 
are well known. All of that is fantastic. As 
long as it?s licensed properly, we wouldn?t 
have any issues with those things. Wellness 
is such a huge industry that we would be 
crazy not to fully embrace it.

We?ve done a deal with Nick Murphy, who 
was known as Chet Faker, and he?s just made 
an album called Music For Silence. He did it 
purely for Calm.

For a good three or four years, some of the 
main references we get for a lot of tracks 
[for sync and licensing]is Max Richter and 
Ludovico Einaudi? very much along those 
lines.

That works in film very well. It also works 
very well in trailers and in TV. It?s definitely 
across the board.

Toking heads: TikTok and short-form 
viral clips

It is the hottest app in the world and has over 
half a billion monthly active users globally. 
Music is a huge part of it and the app is 
proving a place to not only break tracks but 
also to find new songs and artists. Its core 
audience might be 16-24, but its wider 
impact, especially when a song takes off, can 
be phenomenal.

VN: TikTok is something that adults probably 

don?t completely understand. I think for 
most people at labels and publishers, it has 
slipped by everyone. I think that they 
thought, ?Oh, it?s going to be some fad.? But 
what has happened is that artists have 
broken on TikTok ? look at Lil Nas X ? and 
this is now a format.

There used to be this mindset with 
rightsholders that our music is perfect. That 
song is three minutes and 49 seconds and 
it?s perfect in the studio. We don?t want 
anyone to alter it, we don?t want any UGC, 
we want it in its pristine environment. That 
has largely gone out the window.

You can still have those listening 
experiences, but between YouTube and 
TikTok I think that the industry has just said, 
?OK, we can?t possibly anticipate how a 
platform can transform music like TikTok 
has.?

It?s a real challenge to license music like 
that. If you need to use under 30  seconds, 
then you have to go and declare 100% of the 
publishing for everything on that. It?s this 
insane undertaking.

However, look at what has happened here. 
We have a whole generation of kids and 
listeners that are engaging with music in a 
way that we could have never really 
anticipated ? and it never would have 
happened if we hadn?t had the openness 
and willingness to let them play around and 
alter the music a litt le bit and bring their 
own creativity to it.

SL: With the licensing in places such as 
TikTok, it?s like streaming numbers; you?re 
going to see the income coming in from 
those numbers. Whether it?s as much as it 
should be is another conversation. 

It?s great that there are as many outlets as 
possible for music, but the issue of whether 
the fees coming through for songwriters are 
sufficient or not [is an important one to 
address].
For the fully monetised platforms, you could 
still argue that the fees the songwriters are 
getting isn?t enough. We are battling with 
Spotify and Amazon again at the moment for 
the songwriters? cut to be increased [i.e. the 
Copyright Royalty Board hearing in the US].

In general, if you have a viral hit on TikTok, 
it?s about awareness and how that then 
filters down. From the sync point of view, it 
filters down into whether that?s then in the 
consciousness of the creatives at the 
agencies who might want to use the song in 
an ad; or if it?s got a cultural relevance that 
needs to be addressed in an advert 
somehow. That?s always an upside.

Read the rest of this article here.
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In an eloquent dispatch, albeit via social 
media rather than the scriptures, the makers 
of Netflix?s supernatural epic announced 
plans to emerge from the pandemic that 
shut down the entertainment world in 
March.

No doubt less concerned about the realit ies 
of herd immunity than a fantastical herd of 
two-headed Mesozoic velociraptors 
approaching on the horizon,The Witcher?s 
hulking lead character is exactly that. A 
fictit ious incarnation watched by 76m 
households and brought to life at London?s 
Arborfield Studios. Other, rather more 
human, figures remain palpably fearful of 
the real dangers and potential cost to life 
that the production of film and TV could yet 
present during the coronavirus era.

?I don?t know if I personally will go back to 
work anytime soon,? Charlize Theron told 
Vanity Fair recent ly. ?I have two small kids. 

I?ve had these recurring dreams ? or terrors, 
I should say ? that I somehow stupidly got it 
and brought it back to my kids. I don?t want 
to mess with this stuff.? But this is not, as the 
magazine points out, ?about being a diva?, 
rather in recognition of the remodelled 
landscape that saw global production halted 
and blockbusters like No Time To Die and 
Top Gun: Maverick postponed.

Coronavirus will reportedly cost the 
global f ilm industry $10 b

?Coronavirus Is Killing The Box Off ice?   
declared Forbes as the pandemic hit, a 
statement that might seem histrionic until 
you try to swallow the $10b loss reportedly 
felt by the global film industry. Vox continue 
to update an article that documents this 
seismic impact . Indeed, there can be few 
components of entertainment that are 
unaffected, from Hollywood to the 

comparatively homespun British TV soap. 
Programmes such as Eastenders and 
Coronation Street were also forced to stop 
filming and ration episodes, coming 
perilously close to running out before they 
too returned to a forever changed world.

In assessing how this sector of 
entertainment has responded to the initial 
blow of COVID-19 and has managed 
production under lockdown and will do so in 
the future, Alicen Schneider, SVP, Music 
Creative at NBCUniversal Television, admits 
the broadcaster?s content pipeline is now 
dry. ?We had a few series that had quite a bit 
of content that was already in the can so we 
were able to finish those?, she explained in a 
recent webinar held by the Production Music 
Association (PMA).

?I?ve been checking with my team every 
week because collectively we probably 
oversee about 60  or 70  shows. I?d say in the 
last week I?ve been getting notices from all 
of them that they?re nearing the end. We 
weren?t able to complete any pilots. When 
this happened, we were just days out from 
going into physical production on a majority 
of our pilots. It hit us at the worst time,? she 
explained.

The network is now gearing up to resume 
filming but must, according to Schneider, 
?reinvent the wheel?. ?I think the hope is that 
at the latest we?ll start early August. They?re 
trying to get everything up and running as 
soon as possible, but they have to assess 
across the industry what will be deemed 
safe practices. They have to really reinvent 
the wheel as far as how they are going to 
approach productions going forward,? she 
commented.

?Film Fest ivals Aren?t Just Surviving 
Online, They?re Creat ing a Better 
Future?

By Ben Gilbert

From Hollywood to Albert  Square, the global f ilm business and 
domest ic TV schedules have been blindsided by COVID-19. With 

sets reopening, Ben Gilbert  examines what this means for the 
music composit ion, supervision and rights community.

As befits a mutant monster-hunter, there is litt le that can stand in the way of Henry 
Cavill?s Geralt of Rivia: ?I?m dusting off my lute and quill, I have some news, some 
mead to spill: After all the months we?ve been apart. It?s time for production to 
restart. The Witcher and his bard ? who?s flawless. Will reunite on set 17 August.?

Forever Changes: Assessing the 
Post-pandemic Film and TV Landscape 

and the Potent ial Impact on Sync
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In a matter of months, there is already much 
to learn from the evolution of this landscape. 
In June, the Midem Digital Edit ion hosted 
the largest music industry event to be held 
online, following similar initiatives from 
SXSW and Tribeca. The sense of scale of 
YouTube events like We Are One: A Global 
Film Fest ival, which took place across 10  
days in May, featuring contributions from 
comparable gatherings in Berlin, Cannes 
and Sundance, prompted IndieWire to 
declare: ?Film Fest ivals Aren?t Just 
Surviving Online, They?re Creat ing a Better 
Future?.

An even more compelling and tangible trend 
has emerged in the accelerated demand for 
content via streaming services. In April, 
Netflix announced its biggest quarter ever, 
after adding almost 16m new subscribers. 
Meanwhile, Disney+ has recruited 50m paid 
members worldwide in the less than six 
months since launch. The conceptualisation 
of viewing habits in this period has been 
termed ?pandemic planning? by MIDiA 
Research, who calculated that lockdown has 
provided consumers with an extra 15% 
viewing time.

A definitive pivot to online and subscription 
models has been further bolstered by 
digital-only releases, such as Trolls World 
Tour. Originally intended for cinemas, the 
movie made more for Universal in three 
weeks on demand than Trolls had done did 
in five months at theatres, according to 
CNBC. But what patterns do figures within 
the industry see emerging in terms of 
employees? Deborah Mannis-Gardner, a 
global music rights expert who has 
promoted remote working to her staff at 
DMG Clearances, Inc since its 1986 
formation, says this is now the new normal.

The media industries must refocus on 
?health and well-being?

?The advancement of technology has made 
it that much easier. So COVID-19 did not 
affect my staff?s ability to get work done; it 
was our clients who needed to catch up with 
us to keep the production flowing. I believe 
March had a huge impact, but by April, the 
hiccups were being worked through, and 
May was almost business as usual. I 
understand why some prefer in-person 
setups but I hope this makes everyone a 
litt le more open to the idea of remote work,? 
Mannis-Gardner told Synchtank.

Schneider struck an equally optimistic tone: 
?Everybody?s learning to adapt. What you?re 
going to see, at least on the production side, 
is a limited number of essential people on 
site. You?re going to have a much smaller 
staff of people and it?s going to be a more 
contained environment,? she explained, 
welcoming the way working practices are 
being reconfigured. ?I think people?s health 
and well-being are going to be protected in 
ways that probably should have always been 
in place,? she said.

?Physical proximity is vitally 

important for human beings but 

it doesn?t mean we need to be 

together as much as we were 

before the pandemic.?

? Adam Taylor, APM Music

Adam Taylor, President of APM Music and 
Chairman of the Production Music 
Association (PMA), agrees that things have 
to change in the pursuit of ?a more balanced 
human experience?. Speaking during the 
PMA webinar, he commented: ?Physical 
proximity is vitally important for human 
beings but it doesn?t mean we need to be 
together as much as we were before the 
pandemic. I used to want everybody in the 
office all the time but I?ve shifted my view on 
that.?

Does Tyler Perry?s Camp Quarant ine 
document point  to a way forward?

Of course, there are many aspects of this 
process that still require physical interaction. 
During the PMA webinar, Joel C. High, Chief 
Executive of Creative Control Entertainment 
and Guild of Music Supervisors President, 
explained how collaborator Tyler Perry is 
envisaging a way forward for visual culture. 
In a 30-page document, Camp Quarant ine, 
the cinematic polymath listed as the 
highest-paid male in entertainment by 
Forbes, outlined the elaborate production 
protocols that will allow him to safely 
resume filming at his Atlanta studio in July.

?If he?s got to quarantine his cast and crew 
and keep them isolated for a few weeks for 
pre-production and shooting, that shows a 
model of how it can be done. Enough of that 
and you?ve got a whole series and then 
editors can work in isolation cutting the 
shows and putting them together,? High 
explained.

?If he?s [Tyler Perry]  got to 

quarantine his cast and crew 

and keep them isolated for a 

few weeks for pre-production 

and shooting, that shows a 

model of how it can be done.?

? Joel C. High, Creative Control 
Entertainment

A more formal model for the future of the 
entertainment industry was submitted for 
approval to officials in New York, California 
and Los Angeles County earlier this month 
by The Alliance of Motion Picture and 
Television Producers. Meanwhile, Hollywood 
was off icially reopened to f ilming on June 
12. The California Department of Public 
Health approved the move, subject to a 
range of rules and restrictions agreed with 
entertainment studios and unions.

While the actual response might be 
described as tentative, question marks also 
remain around a multitude of issues 
affecting both content and audience. How 
will more intimate acting scenes be filmed? 

Can we expect a rise in the use of CGI and 
other animation techniques? Similarly, 
should we anticipate a flood of storytelling 
around coronavirus? How will consumers 
feel about seeing crowds onscreen, let alone 
returning to cinemas and encountering vast 
groups of people in-person?

American Federat ion of Musicians 
warns of ?catastrophic job losses?

There is no question that these changes will 

impact the financial health of the industry 

from top to bottom. Within sync, there are 

major concerns about the likely effect on the 

music composition, supervision and rights 

community. Anecdotally, some report being 

busier than ever during the pandemic?s 

initial phase, while others have seen their 

livelihood completely disappear. Indeed, the 

American Federation of Musicians has 

warned of ?catastrophic job losses? in Los 

Angeles alone. Looking more long-term, 

there is uncertainty about both demand for 

music and the economic models that 

underpin these processes.

?Unfortunately, music budgets are always 

shrinking, so there is definitely potential for 

them to go down even more as production 

companies look for ways to offset new and 

increased expenses. It?s something I?ll be 

discussing with my clients. Of course, any 

decreases will be detrimental to those 

making movies and TV shows, as 

high-quality music is a huge part of creating 

atmosphere and heightening scenes,? 

commented Mannis-Gardner.

Read the rest of this article here.

Enjoyed this content? Check out more 
sync & licensing features:
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This was a boom time for record sales 
through a combination of factors: many 
blockbuster releases were held back to this 
period; the compilations business pushed 
the needle into the red; gifting saw people 
who rarely went record shopping 
panic-buying and grabbing armfuls of CDs 
to give as presents; and magazine 
end-of-year polls saw an uptick in sales for 
those anointed as the best or most 
significant releases of the year.

In contrast, Q1 was quiet and a time to 
launch new acts; Q2 caught the early buzz 
of the summer festivals; and Q3, well, it sat 
in this strange limbo period.

This year, however, Q3 is proving to be of 
crit ical importance as a bellwether for how 
the music business has navigated the most 
difficult year of its life since Napster really 
started to pull the rug from under everyone?s 
feet in 2000. The global pandemic saw live 
music ? and all the marketing and promotion 

that emendated from it ? cancelled. 
Livestreaming did come forward to help 
raise money for acts and those around the 
business missing out on work, but it was 
never going to have a chance of shouldering 
the losses from intensive touring and a 
festival season that should have run from 
Easter to October.

"This year, Q3 is proving to be 

of critical importance as a 

bellwether for how the music 

business has navigated the 

most difficult year of its life 

since Napster really started to 

pull the rug from under 

everyone?s feet in 20 0 0 ."

The signs at the start of the pandemic were 
chilling. Publishers and collecting societies 
were warning that revenues were going to 

collapse as lots of the businesses they relied 
on for music to be played, be it live or 
recorded, were shuttered for most of the 
year (or at least large chunks of it) as 
different governments around the world 
imposed different levels of lockdown. That 
included touring, festivals, clubs, bars, 
cafes, hairdressers and more playing no 
music or barely any at all. And no music 
being played in these places meant no 
licensing income.

The recent numbers coming out from the 
major societies and publishers are, if we are 
being frank, a mixed bag. Plus it is all 
exacerbated by the fact that we are not 
going to get the full picture for some time.

There is much to be alarmed by; but equally 
there is much to take hope from. This year is 
going to be a ghastly one for many ? and 
some companies will go to the wall and 
some writers will be forced to give up and 
find work elsewhere. There is no way of 
sugar-coating that.

To open by sounding a positive note, 
however, the majors overall reported an 
encouraging quarter (or, at least not a 
completely horrifying one).

For Universal Music Group, publishing 
revenues were actually up in the period, 
growing from $293m in Q3 2019 to $303m 
in Q3 2020.

?Although the COVID-19 pandemic is having 
a more significant impact on certain 
countries or businesses than others, Vivendi 
has been able to demonstrate resilience and 
adapt in order to continue to best serve and 
entertain its customers, while reducing 
costs to preserve its margins,? it said in the 
f iling of its numbers. ?Vivendi continually 
monitors the current and potential 
consequences of the crisis. It is difficult at 
this time to determine how it will impact its 

By Eamonn Forde

Recent f igures released by the major music companies are 

giving the industry reason for hope, though societ ies warn 

that we may not know the full extent of the pandemic?s 

impact for some t ime.

Traditionally Q4, with the run-up to Christmas, was the critical period 
of the year for record labels as well as publishers. 

What Q3?s Music Industry 
Numbers Tell Us About the 

Future of Royalt ies
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annual results. Businesses related to advertising and live 
performance are more affected than others. Nevertheless, the Group 
remains confident in the resilience of its main businesses.?

The music arm of Sony Corp (covering not just recordings and 
publishing but also its Visual Media & Platform division, which 
includes animation tit les and game applications) actually increased 
its revenue project ions and its prof it  project ions for the 12 months 
ending March 2021 (when its own financial year ends). It says that 
part of the company is on track to make ¥850bn ($8.1bn), a growth of 
7.6% from the previous financial year. This was in part down to an 
?expected increase in streaming revenues? from its recorded music 
division.

There was a slip in publishing income at Sony/ATV (along with Sony 
Music Publishing Japan) in Q3 of the calendar year, reporting 
revenues of $353.7m, down from $357.6m in the same period a year 
ago. That is a drop of barely 1% which, given the worst case scenarios 
being drafted in gloom earlier in the year, is so marginal as to be 
almost negligible. It is still just over $4m which is not to be sniffed at; 
but in a year when disaster was predicted across the board, it was a 
lot better than many dared hope.

Warner Music Group only issued preliminary numbers in October 
and they are for the fiscal year as a whole rather than broken into 
quarters, making it difficult to draw clear conclusions from. Its 
publishing arm reported revenues of $643m for the fiscal year ending 
30  September 2019 and the company was forecasting growth for the 
fiscal year ending 30  September 2020. The question is by how much. 
At the conservative end, it is suggesting marginal growth to $645m 
(a mere 0.3% increase) and at the more bullish end of its projections 
it is suggesting that the growth could actually be to $665m (a more 
robust 3.4% uptick).

Elsewhere, on the CMO front, SOCAN has not published any numbers 
for 2020  and instead published its numbers for 20 19 , sitt ing as a 
reminder of more innocent ? and certainly less traumatic ? times. 
Revenues in 2019 were Can $405.6m, a jump of 8.2% from 2018.

While the major publishers have all seen (or expect to see) growth 
this year (or, if not, then only a marginal decline), SOCAN published a 
warning in June that it was expecting its international revenue to be 
down 10% compared to 2019?s international revenue ? so around Can 
$365m based on what it reported later in the year for last year?s 

revenues. It layered on even more caution at the time, saying that 
2019 ?was a record year? for international revenue, meaning the drop, 
when it happens, will be bracing.

?Members will not experience the decline in international royalties 
until, at the earliest, the second half of 2020,? it  said . ?More likely, you 
will experience changes in early-to mid-2021. The time required to 
collect from foreign societies, transfer data and match performances 
is complicated and takes longer than domestic revenue to be 
processed, typically needing nine months to a year to complete.?

In late October, CISAC was writing the future in the blackest of ink. Its 
Global Collect ions Report  was forecasting that lost music royalty 
collections for publishers globally this year could be, in a best case 
scenario,?1.8bn ($2bn) and, in a worst case scenario, ?3.1bn (equal to 
a global revenue decline of anywhere between 20% and 35%). That is 
saying, at best, that the market will shrink by a fifth and, at worst, a 
third. It did try and balance that out by suggesting that streaming 
revenue could be up 15%, but that would not offset the overall losses 
as digital in aggregate makes up just 22.5% of global collections.

?This year, we have all been caught in a perfect storm,? is how 
Marcelo Castello Branco, board chair of CISAC, put it. ?The 
coronavirus pandemic has thrown into reverse our global growth, and 
its effects will be felt throughout 2021 and 2022. This troublesome 
period is clearly not over ? but it is fair to say we are all building 
bridges to whatever comes next while staying positive and alert to 
future opportunities and challenges. We must now battle to stay in 
the game and be ready to support, represent and pay our right 
holders what they deserve and expect from all of us?.

PRS for Music was also forecasting a major downturn in its revenues 
in 2020. Speaking to Music Week in August, CEO Andrea C Martin 
was warning the sector to expect a drop of between 15% and 25% 
compared to 2019 and that it would take at least until 2022 until the 
business saw revenues like it had last year.

In Australia, things are deeply gloomy too. The country was ravaged 
by bushfires at the start of the year and was then immediately hit by 
the pandemic. APRA AMCOS reported group revenue of Aus 
$474.5m for its 2019-20  financial year, a minuscule increase of just 
0.6% from the previous financial year. The extra kicker here was that it 
was working on a budgeted figure of Aus $488.9m which it obviously 
fell short of. Public performance was most badly affected, slipping 
almost Aus $20m to Aus $73m.

The organisation was not trying to play down what it will have to 
report this time next year.?With restrictions remaining on live music, 
concerts and touring, music royalties are expected to take a more 
substantial hit in 2020-21,? it said.

At the heart of all of this uncertainty for societies is the way royalties 
come into the business. ?It?s well known that publishing isn?t always 
the fastest-moving part of the music business,? as MBW puts it . ?It 
can often take anywhere from six months to two years for royalties 
from songs licensed by the likes of broadcasters, clubs or restaurants 
to trickle through the system until rightsholders actually get paid.?

Read the rest of this article here.
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There is a common industry 
expression that ?data is the new oil? 
? where the vast amounts of 
information around consumption 
turn those who can both interpret it 
and act on it into the most powerful 
people in music. 

This is often looking at data from the 
perspective of the end user; but for digital 
music, the whole system depends utterly on 
clean, precise and broad metadata being 
created around songs that can cover off 
every eventuality and use context. This is 
then wrapped around digital files and 
ingested into DSPs before the user can even 
hear it. If the metadata is incomplete at the 
ingestion stage, everything that follows is 
compromised.

Metadata in 2020  is expected to cover off 
far more areas than what metadata even five 
or 10  years ago was expected to shoulder. 
As new means of consumption arrive and 
become normalised, metadata has to not 
just factor it in but also anticipate what 
changes are coming down the line and be 
able to factor that in too. This is all a moving 

target and metadata has to hit the bullseye 
every time.

If everyone ? from content owners to digital 
platforms ? is to sing off the same metadata 
hymn sheet, consensus is essential. DDEX 
(Digital Data Exchange) was founded in 
2006 to help set international standards for 
everyone in the digital supply chain, with the 
end goal of harmonising information here. In 
October 2019, it launched its latest standard, 
Media Enrichment & Descript ion (or MEAD 
for short). This came from discussions with 
DSPs, labels, collection societies and other 
third-party organisations operating in this 
space to expand the data categories that 
were covered here.

?MEAD will allow for over 30  types of 
additional data such as lyrics, reviews, 
historic chart positions, and focus track 
information to be communicated through 
the supply chain, which will support new 
service options and marketing 
opportunities,? it  said at  the t ime.

Mark Isherwood, a DDEX secretariat, says 
that even though it was published over a 
year ago, the organisation is ?still waiting for 
some implementations? of MEAD. There is, 
he says, an anticipated lag here as content 

owners, DSPs and others recalibrate their 
systems to accommodate it.

?Usually it?s about 18 months between us 
publishing something and you actually 
seeing it being used by a reasonable 
contingent of companies,? he explains. 
?Unfortunately DDEX itself can?t do anything 
about that because implementation has to 
be done on a bilateral basis. Both parties in a 
bilateral desire to implement it have to get 
the implementation on their roadmaps.?

?Usually it?s about 18 months 

between us publishing 

something and you actually 

seeing it being used by a 

reasonable contingent of 

companies.?

? Mark Isherwood, DDEX

Niels Rump, also a DDEX secretariat, says the 
MEAD framework was defined after a 
brainstorming session in Toronto with about 
100  stakeholders from around the industry 
in the room contributing. From there the 
framework was refined. ?Then it?s a chicken 
and egg problem between those people 
who provide the metadata and those who 
want to ingest the metadata,? he says. ?If 
you only have one then it?s pretty useless; 
you need to have both. But we do have what 
I would call soft commitment there.?

While there is soft commitment from 
copyright owners and DSPs ? and a general 
desire to have a system in place that 
ultimately makes everyone?s life easier ? 
there are still some problems that need to be 
addressed here.

Matthew Adell, the CEO and co-founder of 
OnNow.tv, a discovery platform for 
livestreams of all types, says the world of 
metadata is ?massively improved? today, but 
points to the fact that anomalies still exist in 
the system.

?A great example is Universal, which is filled 
with a tonne of smart people,? he says. ?But 
they can?t consistently decide how they 
want to spell ?Tupac Shakur?. It has less now 
to do with ?do we have standards?? and more 

A Metadata with Dest iny: The Next Steps for 
Digital Music Informat ion

From smart  speakers and livestreaming to discovery algorithms and 
contextual playlists, Eamonn Forde examines how the use of metadata 
is evolving with new technologies and methods of music consumption.

By Eamonn Forde
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to do with shitty data going in and shitty 
data going out.?

He says the major labels and publishers ? as 
well as a number of big indie labels and 
publishers ? treat this with the gravitas it 
deserves; but smaller companies (perhaps 
because they don?t have the time or 
resources to attend to it in intricate detail) 
sometimes lag behind here.

?I think it?s just a matter of time and 
priorit isation,? he says. ?With the smaller 
providers, it has a lot to do with, I think, the 
artists and the creators not really 
understanding why they need to get the 
metadata correct and, as a result, not 
[getting it right].?

Taylor Kirch, managerof content analysis 
systems and operations at SiriusXM 
andPandora, feels that MEAD is an important 
development here and a sign of how the 
world of music metadata is evolving. 
?Everyone?s getting on board with it,? she 
says. ?We are equalising the data offering 
across services, which is super important.?

Rump suggests that the MEAD format has 
been agreed upon by the assorted partners 
and it is now a slight waiting game as it 
needs to slot into the development cycle of 
each participant. This could start to happen 
towards the end of 2020, but he suggests 
this more realistically will be early 2021.

Isherwood adds that everyone involved in 
the discussions and scoping here has a 
collective will to put standards in place.

?There is a desire amongst the people who 
attend the meetings to get this done,? he 
says. ?All of the people that attend these 
meetings are basically operational or IT 
people ? so they don?t have any of the 
commercial baggage that the lawyers or the 
commercial people would have if you try to 
get them all in a room. They just want to 
solve a problem and make their lives easier. 
Although it takes some coordinating and 
cajoling ? and occasionally a bit of arm 
twisting ? basically the will is there amongst 
the attendees to actually get the job done. 
It?s all done in a very positive and collegial 
way.?

Major rightsholders and services starting to 
implement the new standards will mean that 
other parties operating in this space have to 
bend to the new systems and approaches to 
metadata and fall in line. ?There is definitely 
a network effect,? says Isherwood of how 
this spreads.

While we can talk about metadata in a broad 
sense ? the need to tag files properly so that 
all the information is correct and payment 
systems are not compromised ? there is 
effectively a two-tier system at play here: 
there is the metadata ? ideally standardised 
? that rightsowners provide at the ingestion 
stage; and then there is the bespoke 
metadata that the services themselves layer 
on top of that to make their discovery and 
user experiences unique.

?When it comes to utilising external 
metadata sources as DSPs, we?re taking in all 
of this external data and we?re figuring out 

how to leverage that for our algorithm,? says 
Kirch of how Pandora operates here. ?What 
it really comes down to for us is about 
understanding more about that content. We 
call it ?content understanding?. Increasing 
the content understanding means 
expanding the possibilit ies of our listener 
experience. It allows us to make connections 
across otherwise disparate aspects of our 
catalogues.?

?When it comes to utilising 

external metadata sources as 

DSPs, we?re taking in all of this 

external data and we?re figuring 

out how to leverage that for our 

algorithm.?

- Taylor Kirch, SiriusXM /Pandora

She continues, ?Being able to make those 
connections across our catalogue means 
that we can get new music or different 
music in front of our listeners at any given 
time. It?s about finding that right song for the 
right listener in the right moment ?The next 
song matters? is what we always say. All 
inputs and all signals we have to generate 
what that next song [will be] is super 
important for DSPs.?

Adell was formerly CEO of Beatport and 
explains why adding their extra layer of 
service-centric metadata was essential to 
give the DSP a unique position in the market. 
He also talks about how artificial intelligence 
(AI) technology can help elevate what is 
happening here.

?Beatport has its own unique genre and 
sub-genre system,? he says. ?Beatport had 
an administrative and technology system in 
place whereby, after music came in, 
additional unique metadata was added to it 
so that the content could flow exceptionally 
well through Beatport?s unique system. I 
think that AI is going to be helpful in the 
future for DSPs in getting that done. In fact I 
think unique metadata at the DSP level is 
really the only thing DSPs can compete on in 
terms of uniqueness.?

?I think unique metadata at the 

DSP level is really the only thing 

DSPs can compete on in terms 

of uniqueness.?

- Matthew Adell, OnNow.tv

He feels, however, that moves by DDEX or 
other bodies to start to include more of this 
?contextual? metadata at the ingestion stage 
is perhaps not such a good idea as it could 
lead to a homogenisation at the DSP level.

?That further commoditises the market and 
makes all DSPs the same,? he argues. ?I?m a 
big fan of DSPs doing that contextual work 
themselves to try to create a unique 
experience. Otherwise if I am listening to, for 
example, Portugal. The Man?s ?Feel It Still? 
and every single DSP recommends the same 
track after that because they all have the 

same metadata, that?s a further 
commodifying of the experience that I think 
damages the market.?

Naturally this is something Pandora feels 
strongly about, having been an early pioneer 
here with its Music Genome Project . It 
launched at the very start of 2000  and sees 
musicologists draw from 450  different 
musical attributes when ranking and 
categorising songs.

?It is that secret sauce that we?re capturing 
internally,? says Kirch. ?We have a team of 
musicologists and we have a team of 
content metadata analysts. They?re 
constantly looking through the collection 
and figuring out new ways to describe the 
content ? whether it?s finding synonyms, 
artist aliases or different spellings of the 
same terms. Those are just some of the ways 
that we?re trying to fill the gaps and really 
leverage our in-house experts to understand 
the content.?

This propriety metadata is essential to make 
services different at the user level while still 
adhering to the same metadata provided by 
the labels and publishers. If all services have 
essentially the same catalogue and if all 
subscriptions cost roughly the same price 
each month, it is in the creation and 
deployment of propriety metadata that 
allows each service to do something 
different in the market.

Metadata for music is far from a fixed entity. 
There are the basics ? song tit le, running 
time, writer(s), label, publisher ? but as the 
means of delivery and consumption change, 
so too must the metadata around music.

2020  has seen livestreaming ? previously a 
niche activity that drew in small but 
dedicated audiences ? go mainstream in the 
absence of real-world concerts. The huge 
success of acts like BTS, Niall Horan and 
Dua Lipa here show that live shows online 
can draw in enormous audiences.

Read the rest of this article here.
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Wishing everyone
a happy and healthy 

2021!
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